
DVDs 
CDs,Books
Booklets
Music 

& More!



Search by ZIP Code
Entering your ZIP Code (or that of a friend) into the “Station Search” blank 

at www.levitt.com/airsch provides the local broadcast days and times of 
networks and independent stations for Zola Levitt Presents. This search feature

appears below the Episode Airing Schedule and above the listings of our
national cable networks and independent channels. At the bottom of the
page, you’ll find Satellite/International Broadcasts (DISH, DirecTV, and PBN).

Plus a unique surprise just a bit lower!
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TCT pm DirecTV  Channel 377—
Consult www.tct.tv
for viewing schedule

Our entire TV Airing Schedule is posted at
www.levitt.com/airsch.

New Series from Israel Airing Soon!

New 
Times:
Cable &
satellite
viewers:
please
check
your
listings.



Code   Price  Qty. TotalTitle & Description

BOOKS
3

BOOKS

Title & Description

Israel’s Right to the Land (by David Hocking)  12 key issues that resolve this IRL $2 ___ ____
topic once and for all.

Messianic Passover Haggadah A worship service manual, history book, HAG $6 ___ ____
folk art showcase, music folio, photo essay, and prayer book. Passover 
Haggadahs help Jews perform each year’s Passover ceremony.

An Epic Love Story (by Myles Weiss). Understanding the ELS $3   ___ ____
role of Israel, God’s timepiece, is crucial to preparing for 
the Lord’s return. Topics include 1) Is Jesus Coming soon?,
2) Why Did Judaism and Christianity Part Ways?, and 3) 
The Olive Tree as a Modern Parable. Part of 50-book offer.

The Miracle of Passover A complete explanation of the PAS $3 ___ ____
beautiful symbols of the Messiah which appear in this 
crown jewel of Jewish Holy Days. Quite an eye opener. 
(Don’t miss the Haggadah above!)

The Seven Feasts of Israel A complete explanation of the holy days God gave SFI $3 ___ ____
Moses and how each was fulfilled by our Lord.  Our best-selling book.

A Christian Love Story The Jewish wedding customs of the Messiah’s time CLS $3 ___ ____ 
and how He fulfilled them in calling out His bride, the Church.

The Spirit of Pentecost An exciting presentation of the full meaning of “the PEN $3 ___ ____
Church’s birthday.”

The Second Coming The return of the King fully explained. SC $3 ___ ____

Glory! The Future of the Believers The entire prophetic GLO $3 ___ ____
system regarding a Christian’s future.

How Can A Gentile Be Saved? Thought-provoking study on  GEN $3 ___ ____ 
how the gentiles were grafted into God’s plan.

In My Father’s House What will we do in Heaven? An explanation of the MFH $3 ___ ____ 
incredible seven years we will spend as guests of our Bridegroom’s Father.

Israel, My Promised A sensitive and very personal look at the land of our IMP $3 ___ ____ 
Lord, as seen today and as promised in the Kingdom.

Seven Churches: Does Yours Fit In? Refreshing perspective of the churches SCH $3 ___ ____ 
presented in Rev. 2 and 3.

The Promised Land A behind-the-scenes look at Zola and crew filming in Israel. PL $3 ___ ____

Mix or Match Zola’s 50 Classic Study Booklets for $49 Please choose your $49 ___ ____ 
50 from any of the $3 booklets above. (More details on page 15)

Signs of the End: The Millennium Three books in one. First, the Messiah’s RSOE $7 ___ ____ 
own words; second, Zola’s and Dr. McCall’s concise analysis; third, their update 
titled The Millennium.

Broken Branches: Zola on Replacement Theology Zola  BBRT $6 ___ ____
examines the controversial doctrine that the Church has 
replaced Israel in all of God’s covenantal promises of the 
Old Testament.

Secrets of the Scrolls A word-for-word transcript of the SOS $6 ___ ____
Secrets of the Scrolls Special video.
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The Beginning of The End Transcripts of the teaching from the stirring BOE $8 ___ ____
five-program television series concerning Armageddon and other coming 
world cataclysms.

Israel: By Divine Right! This word-for-word transcription of the 12-program TV IDR $10 ___ ____
series by the same title characterizes God’s dealings with the “apple of His eye.”

The First Christians Transcript of The First Christians series that teaches on FCT $8 ___ ____
the earliest believers in Christ.

Jesus, the Jew’s Jew Zola’s various realizations as a new Christian. JJJ $7 ___ ____

The Mountains of Israel (by Norma Archbold)  A new perspective on the Arab- MI $10 ___ ____
Israeli conflict. Refreshing for the beginning reader on Israel and for those who 
have studied Israel from a scriptural perspective. Enlightening maps, charts, etc.

Dateline Jerusalem After giving his testimony in the first chapter, Zola DJ $12 ___ ____
devotes chapters to the Muslims, Palestinians, the government, media, 
education, churches, End Times, and finally, Q&As.  

Is Fanatic Islam a Global Threat? (by Victor Mordecai) This authoritative FIGT $14 ___ ____
277–page book gives the inside story on fanatic Islam and proves that it is 
currently the major force in worldwide destabilization.

Whose Land Is It? (transcript) Reviewing history and analyz- WLIT $6 ___ ____
ing Scripture exposes Palestinian land claims for what they are:
propaganda. Please see our DVD with the same title on page 7.

Jerusalem Forever Rome is called the Eternal City, but  JF $6 ___ ____
Jerusalem, much older, will last forever. In the period known 
as eternity, God will create a New Heaven, a New Earth, and  
a New Jerusalem.

Our Hands are Stained with Blood (by Dr. Michael Brown) The tragic story of BLD $16 ___ ____ 
the “Church” and centuries of its “Christian” persecution of the Jewish people.

The House that God Built (by Jeffrey Seif with Zola Levitt) HGB $8 ___ ____
in-depth look at God’s House—past and future.

Raptured (with Dr. Thomas McCall)  Explains the various RAP $10 ___ ____ 
Scriptural views regarding the Rapture.

Satan in the SIS $8 ___ ____
Sanctuary (with Dr. 
Thomas McCall)  The history of the first 
two Temples and the prophecies of the 
rebuilding to come.

Once Through the New Testament ONT $9 ___ ____
(with Dr. Thomas McCall)  An excellent 
framework of the New Testament written 
in a highly readable style.

The Bible Jesus Read (with Dr. Thomas BJR $10 ___ ____
McCall)  An entertaining tour of the 
Old Testament.

The Prophesied Messiah (with Dr. Tom MSH $8 ___ ____
McCall)  A very special book containing 
the major prophecies of the Messiah, 
along with color photos and Holy Land 
maps from our television series.

Code   Price  Qty. TotalTitle & Description                  (Books continued)
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See our Pro-
Israel Collar
Pins on p.12



Genesis One (Dr. Gerald Schroeder with Zola Levitt)  Dr. Schroeder’s fasci- GO $5 ___ ____
nating theory how “six actual days” could equal 15 billion years!

Coming: The End! Russia & Israel in Prophecy Russia, no dormant military RIP $10 ___ ____
threat. Analyzes the world situation in enlightening and surprising terms. 

Battles with Seminaries Biblical research, private and public interviews, and BATL $10 ___ ____
correspondence with seminary presidents in the 1990s reveal Zola’s efforts to 
combat a pox on the Church that is turning it away from Israel. 

The Warrior King Dr. Seif tells a story about the Old Testament’s David and WK   $12 ___ ____
the New Testament’s promised Messiah and a message for our time. TV series
transcript. (DVD on p.6)

In the Footsteps of the Rabbi from Tarsus Jeff examines Paul and the fact FRT $14 ___ ____
that the major “Christian” interpreter lived, acted, and thought as a “Jewish” rabbi. 

Guns & Moses (by Dr. Jeffrey Seif)  God’s formula for wielding power and GM $8 ___ ____
shielding the powerless.  Dr. Seif, an experienced police officer and theologian, 
teaches about godly use of authority in times of war and peace.

The Iranian Menace in Jewish History and Prophecy (by Dr. Jeffrey Seif)  A    TIM $8 ___ ____ 
look at the New Testament’s famous “Armageddon” text and Iran’s role in the 
Armageddon conflict.

Woman By Divine Design Jeff Seif and Sandra Levitt survey the Gospels and WDD $10 ___ ____
Paul’s letters addressing God’s purpose for womankind.

Meshumed! (Traitor!) The dynamic stories of Orthodox  MES $8 ___ ____
Jews who accepted the Messiah.

Zola’s Introduction to Hebrew (Fourth Edition!)  At  HP $39 ___ ____
almost 400 pages, this text is all you need to progress 
from knowing not one letter of Hebrew to reading and 
speaking it with confidence.

Abraham: Father of Faith (8 programs on 2 DVDs) DABE $49 ___ ____
A lovely collection of programs that tell the patriarch’s
story through drama at the actual locations in the Bible.
Interviews with contemporary personalities illustrate 
the Jews’ seamless connection with the land promised 
to the descendants of Abraham and Isaac.

Acts: Then and Now...The Story Continues (8 pro- DACTS $49 ___ ____
grams on 2 DVDs)  On location in Israel and Greece, 
Myles and Katharine show us the implications of the

Acts of the Apostles in history and the future.

Psalms of Ascent (8 programs on 2 DVDs) Jeff and Sandra examine Psalms DPOA $49 ___ ____
120–134, which may have been sung by ancient Jews going up to the Temple in 
Jerusalem. Surprisingly appropriate and timely for Believers today. 

Ruth: Your People Shall Be My People (8 programs on 2 DVDs)  The story DRUTH $49 ___ ____
of Ruth and Boaz bears a similarity to the relationship of Myles and Katharine 
—Jew and gentile in the harvest field with the Lord. Relive Naomi and Ruth’s 
journey from Moab to arrive in Bethlehem at harvest time.

Eretz Israel (The Land of Israel) (8 programs on 2 DVDs) Former CBS DEI $49 ___ ____
correspondent David Dolan helps Jeffrey Seif explore the modern-day struggles 
that accompany the re-establishment of the ancestral Jewish homeland. On-
location TV footage, dramas, and wonderful music punctuate the series. 

Code   Price  Qty. TotalTitle & Description                  (Books continued)

DVDs
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Esther: For Such a Time as This (8 programs on 2 DVDs)  Like Esther herself, DEST $49 ___ ____
we Believers may be alive for such a time as this. Program titles include “Beauti-
ful Inside and Out,” “Chosen for a Purpose,” and “Called to be Courageous.”

Sar Shalom, Prince of Peace (8 programs on 2 DVDs)  Jesus’ principal DSAR $49 ___ ____
teachings come to life in Jeff’s passage-by-passage exposition, on-location 
filming where Jesus taught, and re-enactments performed in Israel by Israelis. 

The Dark Prince: When the Devil has his Day (10 programs on 3 DVDs)  Take DDP $59 ___ ____
a behind-the-scenes look at Evil’s workings at the ragged edge of human history,
and its ultimate uprooting when Christ returns. 

The Warrior King (8 programs on 2 DVDs)  Dramatic re-enactments—shot DWK $49 ___ ____
on locations in Israel—complement the teachings of the story of King
David’s time. (See transcript on p.5)

Jehovah’s Treasure (70 minutes on 1 DVD)  The golden Ark of the Covenant DJT $19 ___ ____
and the accompanying Temple Treasures have been a source of wonder and 
speculation for over two thousand years.

Ezekiel and the MidEast “Piece” Process (8 programs on 2 DVDs) Jeff and DEZK $49 ___ ____
Sandra delve into prophecies regarding Israel’s re-emergence as a nation-state 
at “day’s end.”

Zola’s Highlights (4 programs on 1 DVD)  The best DZH $29 ___ ____
of Zola’s 30 years of Bible teaching from a Jewish per-
spective, much of it filmed on location in the Holy Land.

Bad Moon Rising (8 programs on 2 DVDs)  Though  DBMR $49 ___ ____
dressed this time in Islamic garb and not in Nazi uni-
forms, anti-Semitism is making fresh headway.

In the Footsteps of the Rabbi from Tarsus (12 pro- DFRT $69 ___ ____
grams on 3 DVDs) In this twelve-part TV series, more than three hours of 
on-location video footage with Dr. Jeffrey Seif sheds light on the Apostle Paul, 
his movements, and message.  

The Best of Zola’s Music Videos (2 DVDs)  More than three hours of on- DBZM $49 ___ ____
location video footage with Zola’s favorite music selections. 

She Shall Be Called Woman (8 programs on 2 DVDs)  Dr. Seif opens the DSHE $49 ___ ____
Scriptures and focuses on God’s wonderful creation 
of Man’s human complement: Woman.

In Loving Memory (1 DVD)  Join us as we celebrate DILM $19 ___ ____
Zola’s work, music, joy in the Lord, and sense of humor.

The Gospel According to Isaiah (8 programs on 2 DGAI $49 ___ ____
DVDs)  See why New Testament authors have quoted 
Isaiah more than any other Old Testament source and 
why Isaiah is often called the 5th Gospel.

Daniel and the Last Days’ Battle for Planet Earth (8 programs DDAN $49 ___ ____
on 2 DVDs)  This engaging TV series compares today’s news to yesterday’s 

prophecies and shows that we are living in ominous times. Loaded with 
prophetic insights, drama, music, interviews, and more.  

Israel, My Love—27 years of Zola Levitt Presents (6 programs on 2 DVDs) DIML $39 ___ ____
These retrospective programs share some highlights of Zola’s work, music, 
and life.

Code   Price  Qty. TotalTitle & Description                  (DVDs continued)
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Whose Land Is It? (3 programs on 1 DVD)  Two highly-educated Christians DWL $19 ___ ____
of Middle East descent refute arguments of Palestinian spokeswoman Hanan 
Ashrawi. Please see our booklet with the same title on page 4.

Evidence of God (8 programs on 2 DVDs)  For anyone who wishes that the DEG $49 ___ ____
Bible and science could agree on our planet’s birth—both when it happened, 
and how long it took.

The Covenants of God (8 programs on 2 DVDs)  The eight covenants of DCG  $49 ___ ____
Scripture represent spiritual “contracts” made by God with men.

A Pilgrim’s Journey (9 programs on 3 DVDs)  An armchair tour of the Holy DPJ $49 ___ ____
Land. From Galilee to Jerusalem, this series explores the land of Israel from 
the perspective of a first-time visitor.

The Holocaust (6 programs on 2 DVDs)  Interviews with survivors, rabbis, a DHO $39 ___ ____
former U.S. Ambassador, and a modern spy reporting on neo-Nazis emphasize 
the present importance of history’s most tragic event.

Secrets of the Scrolls (7 programs on 2 DVDs)  The ultimate coverage of the DSOS $49 ___ ____ 
all-important unveiling of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Includes the Dead Sea Scrolls 
Special. 

A Child is Born (1 DVD)  This half-hour program illustrates the surprising DCB $19 ___ ____
similarities of a child’s development in the womb and the schedule of the 
seven feasts of Israel which God gave Moses.

The Witnessing Series (4 programs on 1 DVD)  The DWIT $29 ___ ____
key to witnessing is sharing the Bible. These programs
are our response to viewers who’ve asked, “How do I 
witness?”

“Mine Eyes Have Seen”—Zola’s After-Christmas DAC $19 ___ ____
Music (1 DVD).  A show for all seasons! A musical 
from Simeon’s point of view. He finally saw the 
Messiah face to face!

Holy Days of Our Lord (11 programs on 3 DVDs)  On location in Israel, we DHDL $69 ___ ____
created this presentation of the holidays our Lord gave to Moses on Mt. Sinai.

Sons of Israel (9 programs on 3 DVDs)  In the Holy Land, Zola teaches on the DSOI $59 ___ ____
fascinating lives of some of God’s key men—from Abraham to the Messiah 
and the Apostles. 

Thy Kingdom Come
(12 programs on 3 DVDs)
This uplifting series chrono-
logically follows the prophetic
future that awaits Believers.

DTKC $69 ___ ____

Revelation (6 programs on 
2 DVDs)  Provides a real 
“revelation” about the onward
march of Islam and the on-
coming Tribulation Period.

DREV $39 ___ ____

Code   Price  Qty. TotalTitle & Description                  (DVDs continued)
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Messianic Speakers Available
Myles & Katharine are available to teach in your church.
Topics include the Jewish Feasts,
the continuing significance of Israel
in prophecy, the Jewish roots of
Christianity, and more. Invite them
for a weekend, and they can add
a marriage seminar to the Bible
teaching of your choice.

Please contact our office at
staff@levitt.com or call
(214) 696-8844 to invite the
Weisses to your church.



The Bible: The Whole Story (7 programs on 2 DVDs)  The seven major DBWS $39 ___ ____
doctrines of Scripture explained in Zola’s clear and informative style—from 
Genesis to Revelation.

Upon This Rock (A one-hour special on DVD).  Gives the profound biblical DUTR $19 ___ ____
perspective of the Temple Mount and why it is the most valuable real estate on 
planet Earth. 

The Stones Cry Out (12 programs on 3 DVDs) Zola and   DSCO $69 ___ ____
his TV crew journey to Israel and Jordan to bring you 
recent archaeological discoveries that illuminate the Bible 
and validate its accuracy.

The Feast of Lights (3 programs on 1 DVD) Hanukkah— DFOL $19 ___ ____
the Jewish Feast of Lights—harks back to a time when the 
Lord’s Deliverer arose, lit the lamp of hope, and saved Israel. 

Age of Terror (8 programs on 2 DVDs)  Walid Shoebat, an ex-Muslim terrorist DAOT $49 ___ ____
who was born in Bethlehem, joins Zola and provides insights into the world of 
terrorism and sounds a clear trumpet of warning concerning the days ahead.  

The Temple (6 programs on 2 DVDs)  5,000-year story of God’s dwelling place DTEM $39 ___ ____
among His people.

Beloved Thief (64 minute DVD)  The ancient Israeli wedding customs as they DBT $19 ___ ____
parallel the great moment of the coming of the heavenly Bridegroom are 
portrayed in this fully staged musical show.

Israel, the Church, and the Future (6 1⁄2 hours on 4 DVDs) Designed for serious DICF $69 ___ ____
home study, these tapes feature Zola teaching in a church setting.

The Seven Feasts of Israel (7 programs on 2 DVDs) In DSFI $49 ___ ____
video form, with footage from Israel, the feasts are seen 
in light of their ultimate glory. A wonderful experience!

The Miracle of Passover (2 programs on 1 DVD)  Zola  DPAS $19 ___ ____ 
explains the origin and significance of the Passover, 
demonstrates the feast, shows how Christ is revealed— 
and then tells a “Christian Love Story”!    

Zola Teaches the New Testament (6 CDs in a deluxe NT* $29 ___ ____
case)  In this series, Zola gives a fresh, interesting sur-
vey of the entire New Testament before a live audience. 

A Survey of the New Testament A concise and most  SUR* $7 ___ ____
interesting overview of Scripture.

The Tribulation Temple The entire history and future of  TT* $7 ___ ____
the vital Temple of God in Jerusalem.

A Christian Love Story The Jewish wedding customs of the Messiah’s time CLS* $7 ___ ____
and how He fulfilled them in calling out His bride, the Church. 

The Miracle of Passover A complete explanation of the beautiful symbols of PAS* $7 ___ ____
the Messiah which appear in this crown jewel of Jewish Holy Days. Quite an 
eye-opener.

The Spirit of Pentecost An exciting presentation of the full meaning of “the PEN* $7 ___ ____
Church’s birthday.”

Code   Price  Qty. TotalTitle & Description                  (DVDs continued)

TEACHING CDs
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The Seven Feasts of Israel A complete explanation of the holy days God gave SFI* $7 ___ ____
Moses and how each was fulfilled by our Lord.

Discovering Our Jewish Roots (by Anne Snell & Carla DJR* $39 ___ ____
Ockerman-Hunter)  Designed with the layman in mind, 

these nine CDs and booklet form a study of the 
Jewish roots of the Christian faith.

Glory! The Future of the Believers The entire  GLO* $7 ___ ____
prophetic system regarding a Christian’s future.

How Can a Gentile Be Saved? Thought-provoking GEN* $7 ___ ____
study on how the gentiles were grafted into God’s plans.

Encounters with UFOs An intriguing look at the incredible deception associated UFO* $7 ___ ____
with visitors from outer space, and the like.

Jesus, the Jew’s Jew Zola’s various realizations as a new Christian. JJJ* $7 ___ ____

Coming: The End! Russia and Israel in Prophecy (with Dr. Thomas McCall) RIP* $7 ___ ____
Why wait for 60 Minutes? Ezekiel can show you one of history’s most startling 
wars in this prophetic release. 

The Beginning of the End* (2 CDs) Soundtrack, complete with its lovely music, BOE* $12 ___ ____
of the 5-program video series featuring the major events 
the prophets foresaw at our present world’s ending.

I Call You Friend (by Marty Goetz)  A magnificent compilation of Psalms set CYFD $14 ___ ____
to music.  Peaceful, soothing, it will transport you in a new realm of worship.

To The Heavens ((by Sasha & Anya Poberejny)  Anointed singing by angels TTHD $14 ___ ____
resembling, perhaps, what Zola listens to in Heaven. Russian immigrants to 
Israel sing Messianic praises in Hebrew. Bilingual songsheets included. Wow! 

Thy Kingdom Come From the television series by the same title, this music TKCD $12 ___ ____
with Zola’s oboe solos will give your soul a glimpse of Heaven (instrumental).

Love Stories of the Bible These mature, inspired compositions by Zola are LSD $12 ___ ____
ideal for candlelight dinners, Bible study, or reflection during busy work.

The Covenants of God This music, featuring Zola’s special oboe, reflects the CGD $12 ___ ____
beauty Zola saw, the sadness he felt, and the pure inspiration God gave him 
(instrumental).

Champions of Faith Composed especially for the series to form the perfect COFD $12 ___ ____
background for the heroes of Hebrews 11.

The Works: Zola’s Songs on CD Zola’s first eight album titles on a four-CD set. CD $49 ___ ____

The Works II: More of Zola’s Songs on CD Zola’s CD2 $49 ___ ____
next eight album titles on a four-CD set.

Jerusalem 3000** A celebration in song of the JERD $12 ___ ____
lovely city of Jerusalem. Specially prepared for our 
Jerusalem 3000 series, this CD incorporates both
old and new songs about the Holy City. 

Code   Price  Qty. TotalTitle & Description                 (Teaching CDs continued)
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MUSIC CDs



A Pilgrim’s Journey Music designed to accompany our pilgrims on their tour PJD $12 ___ ____
of the Land of Israel. 

The First Christians** Lovely instrumental music, crafted to resemble FCD $12 ___ ____
primitive first-century music.

Faith in the Fire** Spiritually uplifting, a lyrical tribute in song to the power FNFD $12 ___ ____
of faith. Vocal by Marty Goetz.

Tell It On the Mountains** Magnificently inspired, orchestrated, and sung. TMD $12 ___ ____
Prepare to soar!

Israel: By Divine Right!** Scriptural lyrics proclaim that the Promised Land IDRD $12 ___ ____
is His divine creation.

Unto the Gentiles** A powerful combination of piano, orchestra, voice, and UGD $12 ___ ____
synthesizer.

In the Wilderness** Zola plays his own beautiful WD $12 ___ ____
piano compositions, inspired by Israel.

“Mine Eyes Have Seen”—Zola’s After-Christmas ACD $12 ___ ____ 
Musical** Zola’s biblical one-act musical featuring 
our talented troupe of singing actors. This one is a 
treat year round.

Beyond Words* Zola’s first musical offering that features inspirational music BWD $12 ___ ____ 
without words.

Israel, My Love* An inspiring tribute to the  IMLD $12 ___ ____
Promised Land.

Messiah* Exhilarating songs about our Lord in the MSD $12 ___ ____
style of the music of the Holy Land.

Return to Galilee* The Messiah’s mission to Galilee RTGD $12 ___ ____
told beautifully in elegant music. These wonderful 

songs were recorded with excellent soloists and a full symphony orchestra 
in Dallas and Nashville.

Zola’s Songs by Lamb* Our original music from the video series “Yeshua.” LACD $12 ___ ____

Living Waters A full symphony orchestra performs Zola’s instrumental music. LWD $12 ___ ____

Beloved Thief* The songs of Zola’s musical. A symbolic love story. BTD $12 ___ ____

Next Year in Jerusalem!* Our popular second collection of songs featuring NYD $12 ___ ____ 
the Reach Out Singers.

Sample CD A collection of 20-second samples from each of Zola’s songs SCD  $5 ___ ____
from seventeen albums.   

* =  Title contained in The Works four-CD set.     
** =  Title contained in The Works II four-CD set.

Code   Price  Qty. TotalTitle & Description                  (Music continued)
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“Brethren, my heart’s desire and prayer to God 
for Israel is that they might be saved.”

ROMANS 10:1



Matzoh Post Cards Twelve post cards measuring 6 1⁄2'' x 6 1⁄2'' each. One side MPC $8 ___ ____
has areas for postage, an address, and a message. The other quotes 
Isaiah 53:5: “He was pierced for our transgressions ...”

Half-Shekel Key Chain Contains the authentic coin SHK $8 ___ ____
and cites Exodus 30:13–16 and Ephesians 2:8–9.

Jerusalem Journeystone A piece of the same type stone used in the building JS $8 ___ ____
of Jerusalem for 3,000 years. The Temple Mount, the roads, and the homes of 
Jesus’ Jerusalem were of this very stone.

Flag of Israel (3' x 5')  Imported. Blue and white with the Star of David. FLAG $10 ___ ____

Jewish Heritage Calendar The Jewish New Year begins in September! CAL13 $6 ___ ____
Beautiful and useful, this lovely Jewish calendar provides the dates of all the 
biblical feasts and Sabbaths. 

Zola’s Notebook—The Bible: The Whole Story (3-ring binder) The vital ZNB $25 ___ ____
doctrines explained. Very readable.

Messianic Prophecy Scroll Hand-copied, hand-made Hebrew SCR $35 ___ ____
and English Scriptures about the Messiah. Lovely and 
revealing (unrolled, the scroll measures 12'' x 76'').

The Prophesied Messiah Bookmark 2 1⁄4'' x 7'' BKM $2 ___ ____
bookmark gives OT Scriptures declaring details of the Messiah of Israel, what 
He would experience and accomplish. Four for $2.00.

Map of Jerusalem Colorful display with over 1,000 MOJ $12 ___ ____
names, pictures, churches, biblical sites. 24'' x 34''

Pilgrim’s Map of the Holy Land With maps of MOH $6 ___ ____
Jerusalem, Bethlehem, Nazareth, and more, this

full-color souvenir opens to 13'' x 39''.

Pray for Peace Bumper Sticker Reads “Pray for the  BS $2 ___ ____
peace of Jerusalem.”

Code   Price  Qty. TotalTitle & Description
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Zola Tours at the Garden Tomb (see page 16 for more info)



2-Flag Collar Pin This unique full-color pin encourages the unity of America PINA $2 ___ ____
and Israel. (See front cover for actual size)

A Guide to Your Christian Will This 12-page booklet explains why each WILL $2 ___ ____
Christian needs a will.  Includes tear-out forms to help organize key information. 
One free with any purchase or donation, or purchase multiples.   

“Grafted-In” Decal Whether you put our unique golden decal on your Bible, car GID $2 ___ ____
window, doorpost, or purse, you can be sure to create witnessing opportunities.

“Things to Come” Bookmark Scripture references galore substantiate what PBKM $2 ___ ____
eternity holds for Believers and for unbelievers. Four for $2.00.

Pro-Israeli Collar Pins These buttons take a stand for Israel and are wonderful One of all four buttons: 
conversation-openers. We’re offering 2 bargain packages: 1 of each of the 4, or A, B, C, and D
4 of a single button that you want to share with others. (Actual size is 1 1⁄2'') $6 ___ ____

4 of button ____ 
(Please specify button 
letter below)
A       B       C       D

$6 ___ ____

Israel Tour Information A free full-color brochure featuring our tours to the ____ No charge
Holy Land.

Program Airing Schedule The stations and times that Zola Levitt Presents TVL No charge
is available.

Code   Price  Qty. TotalTitle & Description                   (Exclusive Items continued)

Product total________

Shipping___________
(See chart below left)

UPS_______________
($2 extra, available only to 
US 48 continental states)

Rush!______________
($5 extra)

Subtotal____________

8.25% Tax___________
(TX residents only)

Donation___________

Total_______________
(Enclosed)

Countries outside USA, please double Shipping & Handling.
Please send US Funds to:

Zola Levitt Ministries  •  P.O. Box 12268
Dallas, TX 75225-0268
214-696-8844  •  fax 214-696-5885
www.levitt.com • email: staff@levitt.com

Order
Form

(please print)                                                 Donor Number

Credit card orders: Call 1-800-WONDERS (800-966-3377) anytime, or call 
office: (214) 696-8844 between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. CT Monday–Friday.
Any amount exceeding listed price considered a tax-deductible gift to ministry.

Name _______________________________________  _________________

Address________________________________________________________

City__________________________State______Zip_____________________

________________________ ______________________________________
TV Station/Network where you see us                               Phone (with area code)

Please charge $__________________ to:

❏Visa             ❏ MasterCard            ❏Discover           ❏AMEX 
Please allow 4 to 5 weeks for delivery

Card Number:___________ / ____________ / ____________ / ____________

Expires______ /______        Card ID Code# (required)________

Signature_______________________________________________________

Shipping & Handling Chart
Order Totals: up to $15.99 add $5

$16 to $30.99 add $7
$31 to $60.99 add $9
$61 to $100 add $10
Over $100 add $12
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Institute of Jewish-Christian Studies
by Dr. Zola Levitt and Dr. Jeffrey L. Seif

We have prepared a 12-course study that is a unique blend of 
Jewish and Christian perspectives. There now is a way you can master im-
portant subjects without having to pack up and go off to seminary. Each course 
comes in a three-ring binder with CDs, easy-to-follow outline, and a mail-in test. 
We’ll evaluate your tests and encourage your progress as you enrich your walk with the Lord.
Complete the 12 courses and receive a handsome diploma with your name in calligraphy.

Zola Levitt, a Jewish believer, was best known as the host of the weekly national television
program Zola Levitt Presents. He was also a widely published author, with some fifty books in
several languages, and conducted regular tours to the Holy Land. 

Dr. Jeffrey Seif, Messianic believer and co-host of Zola Levitt Presents for five years, is an
ordained minister and an expert on subjects related to Israel, Jewish people, and prophecy.

1. Old Testament Survey  After mastering this study, you will have an understanding of the back-
ground and chronology of the entire Old Testament.

2. New Testament Survey  Your understanding of the New Testament will blossom through the teach-
ing of Dr. Levitt and Dr. Seif.

3. Jewish History  Those who love history and the Jewish people will no doubt consider this one of
the series’ most fascinating courses.

4. History of Modern Israel  This course teaches about one of the great miracles of modern times—
how Israel became a nation in the worst of global conditions.

5. Comparing and Contrasting Jewish and Christian Theology  In this course, Dr. Seif and Dr. Levitt
examine key Scriptures and doctrines showing both the Jewish and Christian perspectives.

6. Messiah in the Law of Moses  Where and how did Moses speak concerning Jesus? That is the
question, and this course will give the answers!

7. Messianic Prophecy  After this course, the student will be able to use Old Testament 
prophecy to evaluate Jesus’ claim to be the Promised One.

8. Between the Testaments/Origins & Demise of the Pharisees  This course examines
what happened during the 400-year gap between the Old and New Testaments.

9. Judaism Today  This interesting and thought-provoking study will help you to better 
understand your Jewish friends, neighbors, etc.

10. The First-Century Church  The New Testament is very much a Jewish story, and the 
first church was Jewish. This course examines the demise of early Hebrew Christianity.

11. Church History & the Jews Everyone will consider this one of the saddest courses
ever studied—yet it’s a subject that needs to be understood.

12. Israel and End Time Events  In a fitting conclusion to the series, Dr. Levitt and Dr. Seif put the
focus on the chronology of events related to the Rapture and beyond.

❏ Sign me up! Here’s $49 for the first course:The Old Testament Survey. (TX residents, add sales tax.)

❏ Here is $129 for the first three courses.  (TX residents, please add sales tax.)

❏ Please send me all 12 courses at one time for $499, for a savings of $89.  (TX residents, please 

add sales tax.)                                Please print info below:

Name _____________________________________________________  Donor # ________________

Phone # ____________________________________________

Address ___________________________________________________________________________

City _____________________________________State ______ Zip ___________________________

❏ Check        ❏ Money Order      ❏ MasterCard      ❏ Visa       ❏ Discover      ❏ AMEX 

Card # ___________/___________/___________/___________  Exp. Date _____/_____

Card ID # _____ (required)

Please write “Institute Order” on your envelope.
Enclose SEPARATE CHECKS for ministry and Insitute orders. Thank you!

Levitt

Seif
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Free Levitt Letter Overages
Would you like 12, 24, or 36 recent Levitt

Letters to give away at your church or 
doctor’s office?  We have been printing a

few extra for people who want to serve as
Newsletter Ambassadors. Imagine 

delivering this ministry’s teaching to those
who don’t know it even exists—FREE.
Please help us reach more people by 

periodically letting us know how many
newsletters you can put to good use.

Daily Devotional 
& Daily Music Selection

Now at
www.levitt.com/daily,
experience excerpts from the English-Hebrew devotional
entitled THE NAME— HaShem by Dr. Barri Cae Mallin.
An inspirational Bible verse and prayer appear after the
translation and phonetic spelling of a Hebrew phrase.
The top of the same page offers a different song by
Zola each day. What quick, easy ways to begin
your quiet time each day! 

“Help
expand our
outreach;
tell your

friends to
watch 

Zola Levitt
Presents”
—Mark Levitt
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Classic Zola Booklets—Only $49 + shipping!
Some of you love our $3 study booklets—such as The

Seven Feasts of Israel, The Miracle of Passover, and A Christian
Love Story—so much that you buy dozens to give to friends and
acquaintances. This is a terrific way to amplify our outreach

and affordably enrich the spiritual walk
of those you care about.  For a limited
time, if you order at least fifty of any of
our $3 study booklets all at one time,
mix and match, you can have them for
only $1 apiece plus shipping.
Particularly recommended: give a set
of the three titles mentioned above to
17 neighbors, Sunday School classmates,
or anyone who wishes to unveil Christ-
ianity’s Jewish roots. (Order on p.3).

Wanted:
Social Media Soldiers

Social media put us only a click away 
from witnessing to people who need 

our Messiah. You can build an 
“electronic fishing net” that 

wraps the globe by:
1) joining us on Facebook at

http://www.facebook.com/ZolaLevitt
and 2) following us on Twitter at
http://twitter.com/ZolaLevitt.

Almost daily, we offer timely teachings,
insights, and encouragement from the

Word of God. You can then share these
uplifting posts with your own social net-
work. Become an “electronic evangelist!”

Yeshua beckons us to “Go into all the
world and preach the good news to all

creation” (Mark 16:15).

“A tour 
to Israel
is worth
10 years

of Sunday
School.”
—Zola Levitt

Israel, My Love
Zola’s Life, Work, and Music

(Offered on pages 6 & 10)
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Jesus, the
Jew’s Jew
Book and 
Teaching CD

“Let’s face it:
Jesus is Jewish.
He always was, and
He always will be.

He never ‘converted’ to anything. But it
almost seems as though this fact is some-
thing to be spoken of in whispers. How
could God’s Son be one of them? How
could the very founder of Christianity, that
great ‘non-Jewish’ religion, get away with
being Jewish?” Zola’s first book about his
heritage and his faith—an especially fresh
and unvarnished look at the world pecu-
liar to Jewish Christianity, a witness to the
Chosen People, and the author’s unique
testimony—makes an excellent gift for a
Jewish friend.

(Please order on pages 4 & 9)

Israel & Petra this Spring & Fall!

Two Spring Tours:
Israel: March 3–12

Israel/Petra: March 3–15

Four Fall Tour Options:
1. Grand Athens (Israel and

Athens): Sept 24–Oct 8
2. Ultra Grand (Israel, Athens, 

and Petra): Sept 24–Oct 11
3. Deluxe (Israel only):

Sept 29–Oct 8
4. Grand Petra (Israel & Petra)

Sept 29–Oct 11

Info and registration at
www.levitt.com/tours


